If you have experienced an assault, stalking or discrimination ...

and you decide to report the assault to the university...

Report to the Title IX office, who will then determine if they have jurisdiction in your case.

There is an informal investigation.

The Title IX office oversees a fair and impartial investigation.

The Title IX Office produces an investigation report which is available to all parties. This report will include recommendations for appropriate discipline and actions to be carried out.

If you are satisfied with the results of the investigation...

Discipline and recommendations should be carried out by the University.

You will be informed of the final results of this hearing.

The claim is closed and no further action is taken. The EO produces an investigation report available to all parties.

A separate hearing will take place with this committee.

If this is not a satisfactory resolution, or you are not satisfied with the final report, you can appeal this with the Discrimination Grievance Committee within 5 days of the release of the report.

And you are not comfortable reporting at this time...

If the Title IX office is aware of the assault without you reporting...

The Title IX office may pursue an investigation out of concern for the safety and welfare of the campus at large. You can choose not to participate in this investigation.

You can still...

- Report anonymously
- Have a third party report for you
- Call the Title IX office to ask for further information about reporting without choosing to report at that time.
- Choose not to personally report or participate in an investigation if you do not want to.

If they decide they can investigate your case

There is a formal investigation.

The Title IX office reviews the case and mediates a solution that works best for both parties and the community.

The Title IX office produces an investigation report available to all parties.

If you originally choose an informal investigation, you, or the Title IX office, can choose to pursue a formal investigation at any time.

If they decide that they do not have jurisdiction in the case, or do not find enough evidence to support your claim...

You can still...

- Report anonymously
- Have a third party report for you
- Call the Title IX office to ask for further information about reporting without choosing to report at that time.
- Choose not to personally report or participate in an investigation if you do not want to.

Curry Health Center
Room 108
Mon-Fri 9am-4pm
No appointment necessary.

http://www.umt.edu/student-advocacy-resource-center/